
18% Compliance 
requirements

13% Other 

19% Employee 
preference

39% Providing more 
opportunities for 
more employees

If you are anticipating a change in move type volumes, what is driving the change?

Have/will your relocation/mobility policies change based on changing move types?

Yes No Unsure

54% 30% 16%

Does the caseload of each mobility professional vary based on the move type(s) 

they support?

Yes No Other

46% 45% 9%

41%
Organizational 

change 
(e.g., mergers, 
acquisitions, 

divestitures, etc.)

Almost half of the survey participants (45%) state that their companies do not adjust their mobility 
professionals’ caseloads based on the move types that they support. Administrative support needed for a 
long-term move is more time-intensive than the support needed for permanent relocations. The data 
suggests that a significant number of mobility stakeholders would benefit from examining their mobility 
programs to seek opportunities for efficiencies and experience enhancement through the allocation of 
caseload based on move type and volumes.

46% Talent 
development

Cost minimization/
rationalization

57%

Changing Mobility Move Types

How do you expect population volume to shift in 
the next 1-3 years, depending on move type? 

Pulse Report

About SIRVA Worldwide Relocation & Moving

SIRVA Worldwide Relocation and Moving is a global leader in moving and relocation services, offering solutions for mobility 
programs to companies of every size. With 1,110 locations in 177 countries, we offer unmatched global breadth supported by 
localized attention and innovative technology that strikes the right balance of self service and human support. From 
relocation and household goods to commercial moving and storage, our portfolio of Brands (SIRVA, Team Relocations, Allied, 
northAmerican, Allied Pickfords & SMARTBOX) provides the only integrated moving/relocation solution in the industry. By 
leveraging our global network, we deliver a superior experience that only a “one-stop shop” can provide.

For more information, please visit http://www.sirva.com.    ©2019 SIRVA Worldwide

A recent survey of SIRVA clients revealed some interesting feedback 
about their expectations on mobility move types and populations. 

Here's what they had to say:

While many move types and populations are expected to stay the same, it's interesting to note that a 
significant number of participants expect an increase in the use of international short-term assignments 
(38%) and extended business travel (53%). 

International LTA: Senior/Top Tier Employee

International LTA: Mid/Lower Tier Employee

International Permanent Relocation: Local Plus

International Permanent Relocation: Standard/Basic

Domestic Permanent Relocation (One-Way Move)

Temporary Domestic Assignment

Intern

Commuter

International STA

Extended Business Travelers
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